I call this book my "drug bible". I went to school to be a substance abuse therapist and while I don't actually do that for a living, I have kept this book around because of the immense knowledge I gained from it. By far the most interesting textbook I ever had to use.
Book contains a lot of information with good sources. However, it is very difficult to read --the publisher uses a lot of bold script and it cause me to lose concentration and focus only on the bold material. Need improvement with the way how the text is presented. This is a great text and I rarely give out that compliment. I like the broad perspective it provides that is more realistic that many such books that are from the moral model era perspective that are using misinformation to scare people about the ills of drugs rather than the truth which is scary enough.
This would be a good reference book for the average household or professionals office and should be required reading in all schools! Pick up an older edition for yourself or like I did to lend to friends, family and clients. This is one of the BEST textbooks that I have ever purchased! Any student will WANT to read it!! Do yourself a favor if you are an Addictions Counselor Major, do re-sale this book! It makes a nice reference book!
